Is the aquatic toxicity of cationic polyelectrolytes predictable from selected physical properties?
Cationic acrylamide-based polyelectrolytes (cPAM) are widely used in industry. They can be designed for optimal performance in a specific application, but this opportunity means the environmental safety of all different alternatives needs to be addressed. Both the inclusion of environmental toxicity as a design variable and the establishment of relationships between structure and ecotoxicity are thus current challenges. The aim of this study was to assess whether structural variables such as molecular weight, charge density and the integrative intrinsic viscosity parameter can be used to predict the environmental safety of cPAMs, as well as if these relationships are stable when the biological models change. Five cPAMs comprising molecular weight and charge density gradients were tested against bacteria, microalgae, macrophytes and daphnids. While correlations were found between physical properties of cPAMs as expected, no clear ecotoxicity patterns could be identified. All cPAMs can be classified as harmful to aquatic life on the basis of the responses elicited in the most sensitive organisms, microalgae and daphnids. Unicellular bacteria were the least sensitive eco-receptors possibly due to cell wall structure or the protective effect of the ionic strength of the test medium. The macrophytes were also tolerant to cPAMs exposure, which may be related to exposure avoidance mechanisms. The order of toxicity of cPAMs depended on the test organism, preventing the establishment of stable structure-ecotoxicity relationships. Therefore, the study leads to the overall generalist recommendation of relying on the most sensitively responding test organisms when developing new (eco)safe-by-design cPAMs.